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Abstract. The Minimum Closed Covers problem asks us to compute a
minimum size of a closed cover of given string. In this paper we present an
on-line O(n)-time algorithm to calculate the size of a minimum closed
cover for each preﬁx of a given string w of length n. We also show a
method to recover a minimum closed cover of each preﬁx of w in greedy
manner from right to left.
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Introduction

The computation of various kinds of “regularities” in a given string has been
of interest for more than a century. Such interest has been initiated with the
computation of periodicities [23] and later extended, in response to applications
arising in data compression and molecular biology, to other concepts of regularities. Apostolico et al introduced the idea of cover (quasiperiod); that is, a
substring u is called a cover of given string w if concatenations of u generates w.
Clearly the notion of a cover is one way to grasp the repetitive structures of w [2].
Several algorithms to compute the covers of a given string were published in the
1990s [5, 22, 14], culminating in an algorithm [19] that in O(n) time computes a
cover array specifying all the covers of every preﬁx of w.
The idea of covers was further extended to consider a set of substrings of w
that covers w rather than a single substring. In particular, aiming for a set of
minimum size, the k-covers problem calculates for a particular integer k, a set
of substrings all of length k that covers w [13]. Also, the λ-covers problem ﬁnds
a minimum set of λ substrings of equal length that covers w with the minimum
error, under a variety of distance models [12]. More recently, the palindromic
covers was proposed in which a minimum set of palindromic substrings that
covers w is calculated [24]. In this paper, we consider yet another set of substrings
that cover w, namely the set of closed substrings. We chose to investigate the
idea of a cover using set of closed substrings due to the well-studied relation
between palindromic and closed strings[6, 4]. We aim to design an algorithm
that calculates a minimum set of closed substrings of w that covers a given
string w.
More precisely, a string w is called a closed string if it is empty or it has a
factor (diﬀerent from the string itself) occurring exactly twice in, as a preﬁx and
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as a suﬃx, that is, with no internal occurrences. Initially, the notion of closed
string has been proposed and characterized by Fici [10] as a way to classify
trapezoidal strings. In a more recent work, Badkobeh, Fici and Lipták [4] showed
that any string of length n contains at least n + 1 closed factors. They also
investigated and provided a combinatorial characterization of the set of strings
with the smallest number of closed factors which they called C-poor strings.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we state the preliminaries used
throughout the paper. In Section 3, we deﬁne the longest closed cover problem
and detail our algorithm.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper w denotes a string of length n deﬁned on a ﬁnite alphabet
Σ. We use w[i], for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, to denote the i-th letter of w, and w[i..j] as a
notation for the factor (substring) w[i]w[i + 1] · · · w[j] of w. The length of w, the
non-negative integer n, is denoted by |w|. The empty string has length zero and
is denoted by ϵ. A power is a string that is a concatenation of copies of another
string.
A preﬁx (resp. a suﬃx) of a string w is any string u such that w = uz (resp.
w = zu) for some string z. A factor of w is a preﬁx of a suﬃx (or equivalently, a
suﬃx of a preﬁx) of w. A border of w is any string u ̸= w that is a preﬁx and a
suﬃx of w. From the deﬁnitions, we have that ϵ is a preﬁx, a suﬃx and a factor
of any string. An occurrence of a factor u in a string w is a pair of positions
(i, j) such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and u = w[i..j].
We recall the deﬁnition of closed string given in [10]
Deﬁnition 1. We say that w is closed if and only if it is empty or has a factor
v ̸= w occurring exactly twice in w, as a preﬁx and as a suﬃx of w.
The string aba is closed, since its factor a appears only as a preﬁx and as
a suﬃx. On the contrary, a string abaa is not closed. Note that for any letter
a ∈ Σ and for any n > 0, the string an is closed, as an−1 is a factor that occurs
only as a preﬁx and a suﬃx in it. More generally, any string that is a power is
closed.
The concept of closed string is equivalent to that of periodic-like string [7].
A string w is periodic-like if its longest repeated preﬁx does not appear in w
followed by diﬀerent letters. The concept of closed string is also related to complete return to a factor u in w, as considered in [11]. A complete return to u in
w is any factor of w having exactly two occurrences of u, one as a preﬁx and one
as a suﬃx. Therefore, w is a closed string if and only if w is a complete return
to its longest repeated preﬁx.
A factor of w that is closed is called a closed factor of w. For any string w
of length n, the number of closed factors of w is at least n + 1. In particular, a
string w of length n is called C-poor if it has exactly n + 1 closed factors, i.e., if
it contains the smallest number of closed factors a string of length n can contain.
For example, the string abca of length 4 is a C-poor as it has 5 closed factors
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namely ϵ, a, b, c and abca, whereas the string ababa of length 5 is not C-poor
as it has 8 closed factors: ϵ, a, b, aba, abab, bab, baba, and ababa. Note that there
are C-poor strings that are not closed, e.g. ab, and closed strings that are not
C-poor, e.g. abab.
A set of subintervals {[b1 , e1 ], · · · , [bh , eh ]} is called a cover of interval [1, n]
∪h
if i=1 [bi , ei ] = [1, n]. The size of the cover is the number h of subintervals in
it. A cover {[b1 , e1 ], ..., [bh , eh ]} of [1, n] is said to be a closed cover of string w
of length n, if w[bi ..ei ] is a closed factor of w for all 1 ≤ i ≤ h. A minimum
closed cover of w is a closed cover of w with the smallest possible size; note that
a minimum closed cover is not unique.
2.1

Tools

Suﬃx Array: The Suﬃx Array of the string w is a data structure used for
indexing its content. It is comprised of two arrays:
– The array SA which stores the list of positions of w associated with its
suﬃxes in increasing lexicographic order. Thus SA is indexes by the ranks
of suﬃxes in their sorted list.
– The second array, LCP, which stores the longest common preﬁxes between
consecutive suﬃxes in the sorted list. That is
LCP[r] = |lcp(SA[r − 1], SA[r])|,
where lcp(i, j) is the longest common preﬁx of the two suﬃxes of w starting
at positions i and j, i.e. w[i..n] and w[j..n].
The computation of the suﬃx array can be done in time O(n log n) in the comparison model [21]. For an integer alphabet, the suﬃx array can be built in time
O(n) [16–18].
Longest Previous Factor: The Longest Previous Factor array has been introduced in [8] and gives for each position i in a given string w the length of
the longest factor that occurs both at position i and to the left of i in w. The
Longest Previous Factor is deﬁned by LPF[1] = 0 and for 1 < i ≤ n, by
LPF[i] = max {k | w[i..i + k − 1] = w[j..j + k − 1], for some 1 ≤ j < i}.
For example, for string abbaba, the Longest Previous factor corresponding to
position 4 is 2 because ab is the longest factor at position 4 that appears before
(at position 1). In the paper we make use of the following known result on LPF
from [9]:
Lemma 1. The Longest Previous Factor array of a string of length n on an integer alphabet can be built from the read-write Suﬃx Array and Longest Common
Preﬁx array in time O(n) (independently of the alphabet size) with a constant
amount of extra memory space.
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The Longest Previous Factor algorithm can compute for no extra cost an
array FPOS that stores the positions of the longest previous factor if such factor
exists, that is
FPOS[i] = 0 if LPF[i] = 0 and
FPOS[i] = max {j | w[i..i+LPF[i] − 1] = w[j..j+LPF[i] − 1], for 1 ≤ j < i}.
Range Min in Weighted Tree: For any two nodes u and v in the same path
of a weighted rooted tree, let min(u, v) be a query that returns a node in the
path with minimum weight. The following lemma from [1] states recent result
used in this paper:
Lemma 2. Under a RAM model, a dynamic tree can be maintained in linear
space so that a min query and an operation of adding a leaf to the tree are both
supported in the worst-case O(1) time.

3

Minimum Closed Covers

In this section, we present an algorithm that computes Minimum Closed Covers
of all preﬁxes for a given string w of length n. More precisely, we compute array
C such that for each position 1 ≤ i ≤ n, C[i] stores the size of a minimum
closed cover of w[1..i]. If C[i] = h then, by deﬁnition, there is a closed cover
{[b1 ..e1 ], · · · , [bh ..eh ]} that covers w[1..i] such that b1 = 1, eh = i and h is
minimum.
Obviously there might be several closed covers that are minimum but we are
interested on being able to retrieve one of them. In order to achieve this goal,
array Cℓ is maintained such that Cℓ [i] stores the length of the rightmost closed
factor ending at position i which is associated with the rightmost subinterval of
a minimum closed cover (of size C[i]) of w[1..i]. A minimum closed cover of w,
and indeed of any preﬁx of w, can be easily computed in a greedy manner from
right to left using Cℓ .
Before presenting our algorithm, we will introduce several known results concerning closed strings; for proof and more details please refer to [4]:
Lemma 3. For any strings u and v, one has |CC(u)|+|CC(v)| ≤ |CC(uv)|+1,
where |CC(w)| is the size of a set of closed factors of w.
Corollary 1. A string w is C-poor if and only if every closed factor of w is a
complete return of a single letter.
By deﬁnition empty strings and one-letter strings are closed. Corollary 1
suggests an additional class of closed strings namely complete return of a single
letter; that is for any letter α, string w = αuα is closed if α has no occurrence
in string u. Additionally, Lemma 3 suggests that if the size of a string increases
by one (let say, by concatenating a single letter) then the total number of closed
factors of the new strings should increase. In this paper, we are interested with
the minimum number of closed factors that cover a given string. Our main
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observation suggests that if the size of string increases by one letter then the
minimum size of closed cover cannot increase by more than one.
Observation 1 Let {[b1 ..e1 ], · · · , [bk ..ek ]} be a minimum closed cover w[1..i−1]
and {[b′1 ..e′1 ], · · · , [b′h ..′ eh ]} is a minimum closed covers of w[1..i1] then h ≤ k+1.
Considering position i, given C[j] for 1 ≤ j < i, while taking C[i − 1] into
consideration, there are three diﬀerent possibilities:
1. The size of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i] increases by one. In this case,
the one-letter closed factor w[i] becomes the rightmost closed factor of a
minimum closed cover.
2. The size of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i] stays the same. This may be
achieved if the rightmost closed factor can be extended to the right by letter
w[i] and stays closed. If w[b..i−1] is the rightmost closed factor of a minimum
closed cover of w[1..i − 1] and w[b..i] is closed then w[b..i] is the rightmost
closed factor of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i].
3. The size of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i] decreases. This can only be
achieved if there exists a position k such that w[k..i] is a closed factor of
w[1..i] and C[k − 1] < C[i − 1]. Here C[i] = C[k − 1] + 1 and w[k..i] will be
the rightmost closed factor of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i].
Recall that C[i] and Cℓ [i] are the size of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i]
and the length of its rightmost closed subinterval, respectively. That is, if Cℓ [i] =
ℓ then w[i − ℓ + 1..i] is the rightmost closed factor associated with interval
[i − ℓ + 1..i]; the rightmost subinterval of a minimum closed cover of w[1..i]. For
each position i we will store the length of the border of the rightmost closed
factor such that Bℓ [i] = |border(w[i − ℓ + 1..i])|. In this way, array Bℓ will enable
us to check in O(1) time whether the rightmost closed factor can be extended
to the right by a single letter and stay closed. We will also maintain an array P
that keeps for each position i, the nearest position j to the left of i containing
letter w[i] such that w[j..i] is closed as it is a complete return of a single letter
(Corollary 1).
Now we are ready to present our Minimum Closed Covers algorithm. The
algorithm initializes C[1] = 1 and iterates from left to right calculating for each
position i the value of C[i] as follows:

C[i −


1].



C[P [i] − 1] + 1,
C[i] =

min
C[i − 1] + 1,





C[k − 1] + 1.

If w[i − Cℓ [i − 1] + Bℓ [i − 1]] = w[i].
Otherwise.

At each iteration i, the algorithms ﬁrst checks whether the rightmost closed
factor can be extended to the right by letter w[i] and stays closed. This can be
easily achieved by comparing positions w[i − Cℓ [i − 1] + Bℓ [i − 1]] and w[i]. If
the two positions are equal then the size of a minimum closed cover does not
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increase, as we are still able to cover w[1..i] with a minimum cover of size C[i−1],
and since C[i−1] is minimum, then C[i] is also minimum. If the rightmost closed
factor cannot be extended, then the algorithm checks all possible closed factors
of w[1..i], ending at position i, and chooses the one that minimizes the size of a
closed cover. Obviously, there are two closed factors of w[1..i] ending at position
i that can be easily checked: factor w[i]; a a one-letter closed factor, and factor
w[P [i]..i]; a complete return of a single letter. These two factors are not the only
ones that need to be checked and now we will turn our attention to explain how
all other closed factors can be identiﬁed and checked eﬃciently.
Recall that the Longest Previous Factor gives for each position i in w the
length of the longest factor that occurs at i and to the left of i in w. We show
that the position of the longest previous factor can be calculated at no extra
cost. Here, we update the deﬁnition of LP F as follows: LP F [1] = (0, 0) and
LP F [i] = (ℓ, j) such that ℓ = max{k | w[i..i + k − 1] = w[j..j + k − 1], 1 ≤ j < i}.
Clearly, if LP F [i] = (ℓ, j), then w[j..i + ℓ − 1] is a closed factor with a border
(of length ℓ) starting at positions j and i. For the purpose of our algorithm, we
want to calculate for each position the maximum closed factor ending at a certain
position (not starting). By maximum, we mean non left-expendable. To do so, the
←−−−−
longest previous factor array is computed for string w[1..n] = w[n]w[n − 1]..w[1];
←−−−
we will call the new array LP F . By doing so, we calculate for each position the
length of the maximum closed factor ending at each position n − i + 1 and to the
←−−−
right of n − i + 1 in w. Thus, if LP F [i] = (ℓ, j), then there is a closed factor in w
with a left border (of length ℓ), ending at position n − i + 1, and a right border
←−−−
ending at position n − j + 1. The relation between closed factors and array LP F
has been highlighted in [3].
Example 1. Let w = aabaaaaabaaaabcdbcd be a given string of length 19.
position i
w[i]
LP F [i](ℓ, j)
LP F [i](ℓ, j)

1
a
0
0

2
a
1
1

3
b
0
0

4
a
2
1

5
a
4
4

6
a
3
5

7
a
7
1

8
a
6
2

9 10 11
b a a
5 5 4
3 5 6

12
a
3
7

13
a
2
⃝
8
⃝

14
b
1
9

15
c
0
0

16
d
0
0

17
b
3
14

18 19
c d
2 1
15 16

For i = 13, LP F [13] = (2, 8) implies that there is a closed factor abaaaab, with
a left border starting at position 8, and a right border starting at position 13 in
w. The length of the border of this closed factor is 2.
− = dcbdcbaaaabaaaaabaa.
The inverse of string w, ←
w
position i
←
−[i]
w
←−−−
LP F [i](ℓ, j)
←−−−
LP F [i](ℓ, j)

1
d
0
0

2
c
0
0

3
b
0
0

4
d
3
1

5
c
2
2

6
b
1
3

7
a
0
0

8
a
3
7

9 10 11
a a b
5
2 1 ⃝
6
8 9 ⃝

12
a
4
7

13
a
7
7

14
a
6
8

15
a
5
9

16
a
4
10

17
b
3
11

18 19
a a
2 1
12 13
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←−−−
For i = 11, LP F [11] = (5, 6) implies that there is a closed factor baaaa baaaa
←
−
in w , that corresponds to a closed factor (aaaab aaaab) in w, with a left border
ending at position 9 = 19 − 11 + 1, and a right border ending at position 14 =
19 − 6 + 1. This is a maximum closed factor as it cannot be extended to the left.
←−−−
Note that position 7 appears three times in LP F , which implies that there are
three diﬀerent closed factors with a right border ending at position 13 = 19−7+1
in w. These three closed factors are diﬀerent and each is associated with distinct
maximum closed factor with respect to the end positions of the left borders:
– left border ending at position 12 = 19 − 8 + 1 and of length = 3: aaaa,
– left border ending at position 8 = 19 − 12 + 1 and of length = 4: aaaabaaaa,
– left border ending at position 7 = 19−13+1 and of length = 7: aabaaaaabaaaa.
From the above example, one should be able to recognize that the number of
distinct maximum closed factors ending at a certain position i in w is not always
equal to 1. However, the total number of distinct maximum closed factors over
all positions i in w is at most n; the length of w.
Now, we can go back and ﬁnalize the Minimum Closed Covers algorithm.
Recall that in order to calculate C[i], the algorithm checks whether the rightmost
factor can be extending with letter w[i] and remain closed. If this not possible, the
algorithm ﬁnds the rightmost closed factor ending at position i that minimizes
C[i].
Lemma 4. A factor w[k..i] is a closed factor of w ending at position i if and
only if k = i or k = P [i] or
∪
k ∈ [ji − ℓji + 1..ji − ℓji+1 ],
where {(j1 , ℓj1 ), (j2 , ℓj2 ), · · · , (jh , ℓjh )} is the ordered set of all maximal closed
factors of w ending at position i, and with left borders ending at positions ji and
of length ℓji (jh+1 = 0).
Proof. If {(j1 , ℓj1 ), (j2 , ℓj2 ), · · · , (jh , ℓjh )} is the set of closed factors ending at
position i in ascending order, i.e. j1 < j2 < ... < jh . Then, it should be clear
that ℓj1 > ℓj2 > · · · > ℓjh .
Consider for example positions j1 < j2 , both w[j1 − ℓj1 + 1..i] and w[j2 −
ℓj2 + 1..i] are closed factors of w ending at position i with borders of length ℓj1
and ℓj2 , respectively. By deﬁnition, w[i − ℓj1 + 1i] and w[i − ℓj2 + 1i] are the
longest suﬃxes associated with these closed factors. Each suﬃx appears in the
associated factor twice as a suﬃx and a preﬁx. If ℓj1 < ℓj2 , then w[i − ℓj1 + 1i] is
a suﬃx of w[i − ℓj2 + 1i] and should have internal occurrence in w[j1 − ℓj1 + 1..i],
a contradiction.
Each closed factor w[jl − ℓjl + 1..i] is maximum i.e. it cannot be extended
to the left by any letter. This is due to the method of construction from LP F .
However, in order to calculate all possible positions in w that could start a closed
factor ending at position i, non-maximal closed factors need to be considered.
This can be done by considering all suﬃxes of w[jl −ℓjl +1..i] starting at positions
jl − ℓjl + 1..jl − ℓjl+1 . Note that any smaller suﬃx is not closed due to an internal
occurrence.
⊓
⊔
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Each position k deﬁned by Lemma 4 is a candidate for a start position of a
closed factor ending at position i. The closed factor that minimizes C[i] is the
one that starts at position k such that C[k − 1] is smallest.
Theorem 2. Given string w of length n, the Minimum Closed Covers algorithm
computes C[i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n in O(n)-time in an online manner.
Proof. Although for each position i, the number of candidate positions at which
a rightmost closed factor (ending at position i) is not constant, the number of
intervals that need to be checked is bounded by n. The sum of these intervals
over all possible i is linear. According to Lemma 2, calculating for each interval,
the position k, with the minimum C[k], can be done in O(1) time.
⊓
⊔
Example 2. For the same string w = aabaaaaabaaaabcdbcd.
position i
w[i]
C[i]
Cℓ [i]

1
a
1
1

2
a
1
2

3
b
2
1

4
a
2
3

5
a
1
5

6
a
2
1

7
a
2
2

8
a
2
3

9 10 11 12
b a a a
1 1 1 1
9 10 11 12

13
a
1
13

14
b
2
9

15
c
3
1

16
d
4
1

17
b
2
4

18 19
c d
2 2
5 6

Consider position i = 14, given that aabaaaaabaaaa is the rightmost closed
factor of a minimum closed cover of w[1..13]. Firstly, the Minimum Closed Covers algorithm checks whether this closed factor is extendable to the right by
comparing positions w[14] and w[8]. Since w[14] ̸= w[8], the closed factor cannot
be extended to the right and the algorithm proceeds to compute the optimal
value for C[14] as follows:



C[P [14] − 1] + 1 = C[8] + 1 = 2 + 1 = 3,
C[14] = min
C[13] + 1 = 1 + 1 = 2,



min{C[k − 1] + 1; for k ∈ [5..9]} = C[5] + 1 = 1 + 1 = 2.
In Example1, we show that there is one maximum closed factor ending at
position 14 that starts at position 5 and with a border of length 5. Although,
all ﬁve suﬃxes (starting at positions ∈ [5..9]) of this maximum closed factor are
also closed and need to be considered, computing position k ∈ [5..9] with the
minimum C[i − 1] can be done constant time using a single min query (k = 6).
Therefore, C[14] = 2 is the size of a minimum closed cover of w[1..14]; note that
there are two minimum closed covers: {[1..13], [14..14]} and {[1..5], [6..14]}, both
of size 2.
The size of a minimum closed cover of w calculated by our proposed algorithm
is C[19] = 2. It consists of two closed factors that can be retrieved using array Cℓ .
In this case, {[1..13][14..19]} is a minimum closed cover with two closed factors:
aabaaaaabaaaa and bcdbcd.
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Conclusion

We have considered The Minimum Closed Covers problem and proposed an online algorithm to calculate such cover in linear time. Our work is an extension
to various string cover related problems. Recently, an algorithm to compute
the minimum palindromic covers was proposed. Although there are relatively
strong relations between palindromic string and closed string, our algorithm is
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. Various types of covers are still to be investigated mainly
for its theocratical interest. In particular, we are interested in the calculation of
the minimum Abelian covers of a string.
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